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Welcome
to FairWay

FairWay Resolution Limited (FairWay)

FairWay’s competitive advantage

is an independent Crown-owned

comes from our extensive experience

professional services company with

in conflict management, our systems

expertise in conflict management

and processes for managing and

advice and services. We help

resolving disputes, a commitment

organisations manage conflict to

to protecting the privacy of all

build relationships with internal

parties to a dispute, and a thorough

and external stakeholders, and help

understanding of technical and

individuals resolve conflict so they

legislative issues that arise in different

can move on with their lives.

sectors that use our services.

FairWay is the largest specialist

We provide services to sectors

conflict management company in

through dispute resolution

New Zealand, employing 100 staff

schemes such as medical, accident,

in offices in Auckland, Christchurch,

insurance, financial services,

Wellington and Dunedin and a

telecommunications, real estate

further 150 contractors throughout

and family. We currently deal with

New Zealand.

20,000 cases per year.

The expectations of FairWay from
the Shareholding Ministers (the
Minister of Finance and the Minister
for ACC) are clear – to contribute to
the Government’s Business Growth
Agenda (BGA), to support business
and help create a more productive
and competitive economy.

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION
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Comments
from the Chair

achieved in an environment where
new ACC review numbers were

to the business, most in response

down by 20% on the previous year,

to new training and advisory

which is aligned to the Whole of

services.

Government Strategic direction and
also part of FairWay’s objective in
assisting ACC in the reduction of its
number of disputes.
While this has affected our revenue,
we have begun to see the efforts
of our focus on diversifying
and growing our business. Our

The year ending 30 June
2014 saw the completion
of an extremely satisfying
year for FairWay, both
from a financial result and
the growth path achieved
through diversification of
our client base.

appointment by the Ministry of
Justice (MoJ) as a nationwide supplier
of Family Dispute Resolution (FDR)
services is a good example of this
success.
Significant new business
opportunities are as follows:
• A new long-term contract has
been signed with the New Zealand

In November 2013, the company

Telecommunications Forum (TCF)

changed its name to FairWay

for provision of complaint handling

Resolution Limited and launched its

and dispute resolution services.

fresh new brand to reposition itself
as a professional services firm. This
was a strong signal to the market that
FairWay is stepping up its approach to
delivering conflict management advice
and services that help people move on
with their lives.

• Eighteen new clients were added

• FairWay established its own

• Revenue totalling $3.3 million
was achieved from new business
during the financial year.
A significant investment was also
made by FairWay to successfully
develop an electronic dynamic case
management system initially for
ACC reviews, and then to handle
the new FDR services for MoJ and
going forward for the various other
schemes that FairWay provides
dispute resolution services.
The FairWay Board has clear direction
from Shareholding Ministers, which
is allowing us to actively pursue a
strategy of diversification.
I very much want to thank and
acknowledge the Board and in
particular John Spencer who stepped
down after four years on the board
at the end of the financial year. I

government approved Financial

also thank and acknowledge our

Dispute Resolution scheme from 1

Chief Executive Greg Pollock, and his

July 2014.

staff, for their excellent work over

• FairWay also signed a new contract

the past year.

with ACC, while working on a longer
term partnership agreement.

FairWay’s end of the year Net Profit
after Taxation of $723K was a 24%
increase on the previous year and

Peter Blades
Chair

10% on our business plan. This was

ANNUAL REPORT 2014
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Report from the
Chief Executive

Diversification

Resolution Services nationwide

In 2013, one of the Shareholding

and the establishment of a Record

Ministers’ key priorities for FairWay
was to ‘explore options to find
new business in order to increase
revenue, add commercial value, and
broaden the customer base, thereby
reducing the company’s dependence
on a small number of key clients’.

Management System (RMS) and a
partnership with Local Government
New Zealand (LGNZ) to help councils
better manage conflict that they
currently face.
Commercial success
We achieved an operating surplus

I am delighted to be reporting
to you following my first full
year as Chief Executive. The
year has seen many changes
as we have implemented our
new professional services
business model. I am pleased
with the way our staff have
successfully and positively
taken up the challenge
to change the focus and
direction of the organisation.
Business model
FairWay has made a comprehensive
change to its business model repositioning the company to
capture all aspects of the broader
conflict management cycle, including
dispute prevention, analysis and
education. Integral to this evolution
is new branding that more effectively
conveys our purpose.

FairWay has made significant

after tax of $723K against a budget of

progress towards this goal by

$658K. This is a very good outcome,

securing business with a wide range

largely driven by new business

of new clients (18 in total) and by

revenue despite a continuing decline

providing an extended range of

in the number of new ACC reviews

conflict management services. In

received by FairWay.

the past 12 months, FairWay has
developed a new professional

ACC revenue was $1.975 million

services business model, delivering a

below budget for the year, which

wider range of conflict management

was more than offset by revenue

services customised to meet each

from new business at $2.9 million

client’s specific needs.

ahead of budget.

We have also been working hard to

Since 2010, FairWay has operated

ensure we revamp our customer

the Financial Dispute Resolution

service, privacy engagement and

Scheme as the reserve scheme for

information transparency. A large

the Ministry for Business, Innovation

part of this is using our data on

and Employment. The reserve

‘complaints’ to improve our services.

scheme was disestablished on the
30 June 2014. FairWay has been

All of these improvements to our

approved to provide a Financial

business are the beginning of a

Dispute Resolution Service to the

significant opportunity to grow

financial services industry from 1

FairWay and enable our expertise to

July 2014. Almost 100% of Reserve

assist more New Zealand customers

Scheme members have transferred

to resolve conflict early. Our future

to FairWay’s approved financial

is exciting and client /customer

dispute resolution scheme.

feedback tells us we are heading in
the right direction.
Two new significant contracts were
signed: a two-year contract with
the MOJ to supply Family Dispute

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

Technical leadership
FairWay invested in its digital future
in 2013-2014 with the successful
implementation of a new dynamic
case management system. Dubbed

4

'IRIS', the case management system
is a hosted, cloud-based system
that gives FairWay opportunity
to enhance existing services to

NEW BUSINESS

clients through increased efficiency,

3.3m

transparency and better reporting.
Through a competitive RFP
process, Resolve Software Group
Pty Limited (Resolve) was chosen
as FairWay’s technology partner
for the development of IRIS. That
partnership continues as both
FairWay and Resolve (and its partner,
Eccentex) find new and innovative
ways to integrate technology and
dispute resolution.

PROFIT

723k

ACC REVENUE

-1.97m

This technology has allowed
FairWay to effectively introduce a

M
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G
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will continue to be more customer

COMPREHENSIVE CHANGE TO
BUSINESS MODEL

R

this system, we believe our services

T

As we perfect and expand the use of

EN
EV

now operating fully electronically.

BUSINESS
MODEL

PR

mediators working on ACC reviews

LE
A

case managers, adjudicators and

E

fully electronic tribunal, with all our

focused and user-friendly.
My final thank you is to staff and
contractors who make up the

18

FairWay team. All have worked hard
and faced a number of changes
with such a positive attitude. All are

NEW CLIENTS

focused on improving the customer
experience and I am very privileged
to be part of such a dedicated team.

IRIS
Greg Pollock
Chief Executive

NEW CLOUD-BASED CASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTED

ANNUAL REPORT 2013
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Our mission,
vision and
values

Our values

To pursue excellence
in all we do through…
Our mission

Helping people in
conflict to move
forward

Our vision

To be the leading
conflict management
services provider by:
•

protecting consumers’ rights

•

assisting people to resolve
disputes themselves, and

•

strengthening organisations’
reputations by improving
their conflict capability.

Service excellence: Ensuring
we provide a high quality
service to our customers, so
they trust us to provide a fair
and independent environment
in which to reach agreement or
manage their conflict.
Integrity: Creating an
environment of openness
through positive communication
and transparency and treating
people fairly and impartially.
Teamwork: Providing
opportunities for staff to work
cooperatively.
Fairness: It’s at the heart of
successful dispute resolution
and any long-term valuable
relationship.
Empathy: Encouraging our staff
to identify people’s needs by
asking, listening and seeking
clarification.

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION
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Performance
progress against
target set out in
SOI 2013
Key financial performance measures
Measure

Performance
target
2013-14

FYR actual
2013-14

6.4%

6.3%

18.2%

16.7%

1.06

1.21

$1,003K

$1,020K

Return on Revenue pre tax/
(Operating surplus before tax/Revenue)
Return on Shareholders’ Equity
(Net Surplus after Tax/ Shareholders Equity)
Liquid Ratio
(Current Assets - WIP/Current liabilities)
Operating Surplus Before Tax

Performance measures and progress
Ministers’ priority 1:
Deliver profitable and effective dispute resolution services.
Performance measures

2013-2014 performance

Implement the recommendations of

• Privacy and Complaints Officer appointed

Privacy Policy review
Customer relationship management

Achieved

• FYR = zero substantive privacy breaches involving multi-parties
• CRM has been implemented

system in place across the company
Contract with ACC effectively
renegotiated following successful firstyear transition negotiation
Customer satisfaction research for
ACC, TDR and FDR measured against
key performance indicators conducted
Implementation of a project delivery

• Signed a new contract with ACC
• A longer term partnership agreement is aiming to be in place
in Q1 2014-15
• TDR Scheme Member satisfaction survey 99% (KPI 95%)
• FDRS satisfaction score 91%
• System has been implemented

system within the company
Strategic and business planning policy
effective

• Strategic and business planning activity was completed on
time
• SOI and SPE to be tabled with the Annual Report

Implementation of a dynamic case
management system that provides a
strong business differentiator
DRSL rebranding

• ACC system went live in December 13
• FDR system went live in March 14
• Implementation of new branding strategy was completed in
October 2013

ANNUAL REPORT 2014
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Ministers’ priority 2:
Explore options to find new business in order to increase revenue, add commercial value, and broaden the customer base,
thereby reducing the company’s dependence on a small number of key clients.
Performance measures

2013-2014 performance

An acceptable and positive return on

• FYR EBITDAF return on revenue result is 9.3%

Achieved

revenue
Positive cash flow

• FYR actual $1.0M against forecast of $0.5M

Retained earnings year-on-year

• FYR result was $723K against forecast of $658K

growth
New client base

• 18 new clients have been contracted

Existing client base

• A number of pilots are underway with ACC on early
resolution
• TDR contract renewed for a total of 7 years (3+2+2)
• FairWay has become an approved provider of dispute
resolution services to the financial sector from 1 July 2014

Organisational health and capability.
Performance measures

2013-2014 performance

Maintain a satisfactory level of staff

• FYR actual voluntary turnover is 8.5%

turnover
Maintain a high average rating of

• The final result for 2012-13 was a ranking of ‘exceeded’

employee performance
Provide a recognised level of work

• Audit outcome was ‘primary’ level standard

safety management practices

• FYR = zero harm

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

Achieved
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FairWay –
our fresh
new brand

In November 2013, the
company changed its name
to FairWay Resolution
Limited and launched
its fresh new brand to
reposition the company as
a professional services firm.

management advice and services that
help people move on with their lives.
FairWay launched the new brand at
a stakeholder function in Wellington
on 22 October 2013. Attending the
launch from left to right: Chair - Peter
Blades, Deputy Chair – Anita Chan,
Hon Bill English, Director - Tupara

This is a strong signal to the market

Morrison and CEO – Greg Pollock.

that FairWay is stepping up its
approach to delivering conflict

From left: Peter Blades, Anita Chan, Hon Bill English, Tupara Morrison, Greg Pollock

ANNUAL REPORT 2014
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FairWay’s
business
model

In the past 12 months
FairWay has developed a
new professional services
business model, delivering
a wider range of conflict
management services
customised to meet each
client’s specific needs.

It is an innovative way to package
an alternative dispute resolution
service, and adds to FairWay’s
established end-to-end conflict
management model.
The diagram below demonstrates
our transition to offering services
across a full cycle of conflict
management.

Prevent

Manage

• Diagnostic analysis

• Complaint management design

• System development

• Screening and assessment

• Partnership plans

• Capability building / training

• Early intervention

• Dispute resolution system design

• Advisory services

• Conflict surveys

Prevent

Learn

Learn
• Training
• Conflict coaching
• Data analysis

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

Manage

Resolve

Resolve
• Mediation

• Arbitration

• Reviews

• Conciliation

• Adjudication

• Facilitation
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Our services

Preventing conflict

Managing conflict

FairWay’s expertise lies in helping

We work with organisations to

We help enhance our clients’

organisations and individuals

prevent destructive conflict at the

reputations by helping them design

to manage conflict to build

earliest possible point. We tailor

and implement fair, transparent,

relationships. Through our work, we

to each client’s unique needs and

international best practice conflict

strive to:

include developing a positive conflict

management schemes that protect

culture with:

the rights of consumers. We also

• help organisations manage conflict
appropriately and cost-effectively
• increase public trust in the
organisations and sectors we work
with
• build more productive sectors
as a result of improved conflict
management capability
• help people resolve conflict

help organisations build internal
• diagnostic analysis
• system development

conflict management capability.
Unique to each organisation or

• partnership plans

industry group, our services range

• early intervention

from:

• advisory services.

• complaint management design

Benefits of our conflict prevention

• screening and assessment

services include reducing the

• capability building/training

constructively so they can move on

number of internal and external

with their lives.

complaints, preventing the
escalation of complaints into costly

• dispute resolution system design
• conflict surveys.

FairWay delivers services across all

disputes, reducing the cost of conflict

aspects of the conflict management

to our clients organisations and the

The benefit of ‘best practice’ conflict

cycle. We deliver services in an

preservation and strengthening of

management systems and services

innovative, personalised and entirely

relationships.

provided by FairWay experts is

fair way. As well as helping to

largely measured by consumers’

manage and resolve existing conflict,

satisfaction with the accessibility and

we’re constantly discovering and

expediency of the service.

providing new ways to reduce it. We
adapt our services to suit our client's
situation, so they always get the
expertise they need.

ANNUAL REPORT 2014
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Resolving conflict

Learning from conflict

If unable to resolve a conflict with

Conflict provides a rich opportunity

early intervention, FairWay offers

for organisations to learn how to

clients and customers access to one

improve their relationships with

or more dispute resolution services

internal and external stakeholders.

to resolve and or settle the dispute

We help clients do this through:

or complaint. Our services include:
• training
• mediation
• reviews

• conflict coaching
• data analysis.

• adjudication
• arbitration
• conciliation

Customer complaints or other
forms of conflict, particularly
if centralised through a single

• facilitation.

gateway, can be an invaluable

We also provide specialist hybrid

organisations wanting to improve

services to clients with unique
needs, while ensuring we maintain
the highest level of independence
and professionalism.
FairWay practitioners have
professional qualifications and are
accredited members of professional
alternative dispute resolution bodies.
Our training, support services, and
peer support system ensures conflict
resolution outcomes are consistent,
robust and technically sound.

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

source of business intelligence to
their customers’ experiences and
that of their staff and stakeholders.
Our team helps clients by capturing,
recording, analysing and reporting
on complaints and conflict data.
We gather and analyse critical
intelligence to detect developing or
entrenched issues that may not be
uncovered by the usual channels of
research. This ensures our clients
can deliver greater levels of trust and
confidence to their customers, staff,
and stakeholders.
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The cost of
organisational
conflict

Organisations that invest
in building capability
for constructive conflict
management reap the
rewards through improved
internal and external
relationships and reduced
costs.
Conflict is one of the most
significant reducible costs. Typically
organisations can expect costs to be
associated with:

FairWay commissioned workplace
research in order to start building
a body of knowledge about the
nature of workplace conflict within
the New Zealand context. Read
more at www.fairwayresolution.
com/about-fairway/publication

decreasing employer reputation,

• Counter productive work

distrust in the work force and

behaviours: Bullying, sabotage,

increasing resistance to change.

theft (including intellectual

• Health status: Absenteeism and

property), vandalism and incivility.

sick leave and workplace accident

• Cost of dispute resolution:

rates increase with an associated

Increasing litigiousness of

impact on performance and

claimants commanding higher

additional expenditure.

settlements and compensation.

• Individual psyche: Reduced
job satisfaction, motivation,
commitment and diligence
affecting performance and adding
pressure on other staff.
• Wasted time: During periods of

• Human resources and
organisational development:
Increasing turnover and

unresolved conflict, staff spend
time dwelling on the issues and
the organisation loses.

ANNUAL REPORT 2014
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Putting
customers’
experiences first

In November 2013, FairWay
adopted a Service Charter
that sets out clearly and
simply the standards of
service that customers can
expect from us.
It also tells our customers what they
need to know so that they can help
us to help them, and explains how
they can give us feedback on any
Chief Executive Greg Pollock signing his Service
Charter at the staff signing ceremony

aspect of our service. The Service
Charter has been signed by all
FairWay staff and contractors.

Tā te Hinengaro
Tōkeke Whakatau

Service Charter
This Service Charter sets out the standards of service that customers can expect from FairWay
and the standards we can expect from each other. Our level of service excellence will be measured
through regular customer surveys and by monitoring any feedback provided.
Our commitment
to each other

My commitment to
our customers

Our service
standards

We are committed to:

I am committed to:

Our service standards set the level of

• treating each other with respect

• treating all customers with respect. This
includes providing proactive, competent
and friendly customer service

service excellence we aim to deliver.

• treating each other as internal
customers
• giving each other proactive, competent
and friendly customer service
• looking after everyone’s health and
safety
• treating confidential information with care
• delivering on our promises and
commitments made
• being neutral and objective
FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

• treating confidential information with care
• leading by example and delivering on
promises and commitments made
• looking after the health and safety
of our customers when they visit
our offices
• being neutral and objective
• always acting in a professional and
courteous manner
• ensure the respectful resolution of
disputes by ensuring a fair process for

Our customers can expect:
• to be able to use a range of channels to
communicate with us
• to be provided with a range of
appropriate dispute resolution services
to meet the diverse needs of our
customers
• to interact with staff that are sensitive
to their circumstances and that are
interested in helping them
• to obtain an independent, unbiased
decision or outcome, after an impartial
and transparent process

14

Promoting
staff health
and wellbeing

Health and Safety Charter
Our Vision:
Our workplace will proactively promote staff health and wellbeing, and provide a
safe environment so that we can help people in conflict move forward

The Board is committed to ensuring that:

The Chief Executive is committed to:

FairWay’s policy is to:



No business objective will take priority
over health and safety;



Implementing the Boards vision for
Health and Safety.



Minimise all situations which could cause
personal injury or occupational illness.



There is a proactive focus on staff
wellbeing as the foundation of a strong
health and safety ‘first’ culture



Ensuring managers understand their
responsibilities for the occupational
Health and Safety of the people working
under their direction.



Provide safe working conditions



Acknowledging that as Chief Executive, I
am accountable for the occupational
Health and Safety of people working
under my direction.

Educate our employees and contractors
on their Health and Safety
responsibilities, including to minimise
hazards in the workplace.



Ensuring that there is appropriate
support and resourcing for health and
safety management and initiatives in the
workplace.

Encourage all staff to actively participate
in safe working practices and follow them
at all times (on FairWay and other
premises).



Encourage all staff to participate in their
office Health and Safety Committee and
have a responsibility to maintain their own
safety, and the safety of others within the
workplace.



Support the active involvement of
employees and their representatives and
(including unions) in managing
workplace health and safety.



Support a culture of continuous
improvement in all areas of health and
safety and will review and evaluate its
performance.



Report all workplace injuries and
incidents and recorded accurately. This is
a joint responsibility for managers and
employees, with managers having overall
responsibility for ensuring this occurs.

displayed in their work area, so

to maintain a healthy and safe workplace



Support the safe and early return to work
of injured employees.

a Health and Safety Charter. Our

that we are reminded daily of our



Health and Safety Charter is signed

Ensure the design and implementation of
our services safeguard our people and
customers

commitment
to the
of

Monitor compliance
with importance
legislative

Review this Charter and policy no later
than 1 July 2016.

by our Board Chair and our Chief

the Health
and Safety
in
healthwith
and
safety
at FairWay.

FairWay has taken a
proactive approach to
managing the impact of the
changes to the Health and
Safety Act which take effect
from 1 April 2015.



All risks are manageable and all incidents
are preventable



Everyone is aware of their health and
safety responsibilities – to their fellow
staff, contractors and customers.



All personnel have the responsibility to
stop any practice, person or project they
believe is unsafe or cannot be continued
in a safe manner

Safety policy, our WorkSafe policy
and procedures and have created

Executive and set our FairWay’s
health and safety commitment to
our staff, customers and clients.
We are committed to a workplace



To achieve this, the Board will:


Ensure management is focussed on
maintaining and continually improving our
Health and Safety Management System



Support the Chief Executive in leading a
health and safety culture within the
organisation.



We have reviewed our Health and



Set targets for improvement and
measure, appraise and report on our
performance


Consult and
actively promote
Every
staff
member
has a copy
participation with employees and

ensure they have the
of ourcontractors
Healthtoand
Safety Charter
training, skills, knowledge and resources


requirements and regulations associated
Employment Act 1992 and its
amendments.

We are committed to supporting the FairWay Health and Safety Charter, including by ensuring every employee has a copy of the Charter and is
encouraged to be actively involved in Health and Safety.

Chairman

Chief Executive

Signature

Signature

that proactively promotes staff
health and wellbeing, and provides
a safe environment so that we can
help people in conflict move forward.

ANNUAL REPORT 2014
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Investing in a
digital future

FairWay invested in its
digital future in 2013-2014
with the implementation
of a new dynamic case
management system.

The new case management
system which we call ‘IRIS’,
is a hosted, cloud-based
system that has increased
case management
efficiency, transparency
and better reporting.

The development of IRIS was part

announced in 2013, a technology

of a larger, whole of business

solution was needed to handle the

transformation project called Project

data and payment requirements

Tūrama. In Māori, Tūrama means

for the new mandatory out of

'to shine a light'. Project Tūrama

court services. FairWay was able to

focused on creating a future way

step in and develop a technology

of working for FairWay that was

solution with MOJ within a few short

customer-centric, allowed FairWay

months, delivering the Resolution

to be nimble and efficient, and

Management System (RMS) on time

helped FairWay provide additional

and on budget. RMS is a nationwide

value to clients. Project Tūrama also

reporting portal for all providers

signalled FairWay’s commitment to

participating in the out of court

finding new business opportunities.

services.

Originally developed to streamline

FairWay’s investment in IRIS

our management of ACC review

positions it to quickly deliver dispute

cases, IRIS has already shown its

resolution and complaint handling

applicability for a number of other

technology solutions for other clients

clients. For example, when the

in the future.

MOJ family justice reforms were

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION
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Diversifying the
business for a
stronger future

With a strong mandate
from the Shareholding
Ministers to diversify our
client base and services,
FairWay has invested
in building business
development capability
and infrastructure over
the past year.
As well as recruiting business
development and marketing
specialists to develop sector
strategies to win work from new
clients, the company has adopted
a professional services approach
to client relationship management.
Strengthening existing relationships
and identifying new opportunities to
work with existing clients has been –
and continues to be – a priority.
Our business development
strategy is to contribute to the
Government’s Business Growth
Agenda (BGA) by supporting
business to become more effective
and efficient by helping to reduce
the productivity drag caused by

sectors/markets where we see
we can make a difference. For
example, FairWay has been
appointed as the preferred
provider of conflict management
services to Local Government New
Zealand’s members. A package of
services including training, conflict
coaching, mediation, facilitation
and a pilot complaints process
audit are being offered to support
the Local Government Act’s
intention to develop more effective
and efficient councils.
FairWay’s training and development
service has been particularly
successful over the past year, with
increasing demand for customised

FairWay’s training and
development service has
been particularly successful
over the past year, with
increasing demand for
customised conflict
management training and
coaching from both private
and public sector clients.

conflict management training and
coaching from both private and
public sector clients. Our point
of difference from competitors
in this market is that our conflict
management training content
is underpinned by significant
experience in the management and
resolution of over 20,000 disputes,
coupled with peer-reviewed research
and theory.

conflict. We have been investing
effort building profile, developing
specific services and relationships
with key players within six key

ANNUAL REPORT 2014
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ACC
Accident
Compensation
Corporation

- 19.2%
The number of completed ACC
reviews were down by 19.2%
on the previous year.

ACC Case Study 1

Elective surgery disputes
account for the largest
number of reviews heard.
In the vast majority of cases, there
is no doubt that applicants require
surgery. The issue the reviewer must
decide is that of causation.

FairWay operates the
legislated decision review
system for the ACC, and also
provides alternative early
dispute resolution services
to ACC, such as facilitation,
conciliation and mediation.

customers have been through this
process to date.
From June 2014, FairWay and ACC
began exchanging review files only
in electronic format. This is an
important change that should better
ensure that customers’ information
is kept private and confidential and

The number of completed ACC

to reduce the risks associated with

reviews were down by 19% on

moving around paper copies of files

the previous year. This was not an

and documentation.

Applicants frequently have no
symptoms before an accident so it is
understandable that they establish
a cause-and-effect relationship on
that temporal basis. An alternative
explanation is that pathology may
arise gradually, without symptoms,
until revealed in an accident event. The
Courts have provided clear guidance
on this issue and referred to scientific
evidence confirming an increased
incidence of tendon tearing with age,

unexpected result as ACC’s focus on

often in the absence of any accidental

improving its customers’ experiences

event. The ACC Act excludes personal

and reducing review numbers by

injury caused wholly or substantially

focusing on early resolution is aligned
to the Whole of Government Strategic
direction. FairWay continues to play
a role in proactively helping ACC

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“Letters sent before the review
hearing were detailed and

find ways to reduce the number of

precise in nature and showed

customers requiring reviews.

professionalism on the part of
the writer. They kept us up to

Early resolution of disputes
FairWay has been working with ACC
to offer a new conciliation service.
Feedback so far has been very
positive about this service, however
only a relatively small number of

date with what was happening.
The reviewer was well mannered,
respectful and professional in his
personal and written behaviour.
Thank you!”

by the ageing process.
In this case, a 61-year-old applicant
sustained a right shoulder injury
while moving a heavy object. An ACC
claim was promptly filed and the GP
diagnosed a shoulder sprain.
Initial investigations were
unremarkable. A later ultrasound
report noted joint osteoarthritis and a
tendon tear. ACC sought advice from
an orthopaedic surgeon attached
to its Clinical Advisory Panel. This
specialist concluded the applicant’s
tendon tear was most likely the result

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION
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of long-standing tendon disease. On
that basis, ACC declined to fund the
surgery requested by the applicant’s
surgeon.
The unrepresented applicant gave

ACC Case Study 2

ACC had granted the
applicant cover for a
sprained left quadriceps
tendon.

evidence at the review hearing.

a rare injury, but considered this
became a chronic problem with
ongoing exercise.
In her written decision, the
reviewer pointed out that she
found the applicant’s description

He described how the accident

The applicant’s surgeon applied

of accident to be vague and non-

occurred, his symptoms, and

to ACC for funding of surgery to

specific, so had to rely on the

the course of his treatment. The

carry out a debridement of the left

contemporaneous written record,

applicant spoke to his view of

patellar tendon. He also thought

which she found to be confusing

inconsistences in the documentary

the applicant may have suffered a

and inconsistent. She considered

evidence held by ACC. He was fit and

small tear of the lateral meniscus

that the specialist had made

had no history of shoulder injuries

of the left knee in an earlier

assumptions not borne out by that

or symptoms before the accident.

accident. The issue in this review,

written record. The applicant’s

as it is in a large number of matters

GP had diagnosed a sprain of

The reviewer referred to the opinion

that come to review, was that of

the left quadriceps tendon, not a

of the applicant’s orthopaedic

causation — was there a causal

sprain of the left knee. However,

specialist. The specialist commented

connection between the injuries

both the Clinical Advisory Panel

on the heavy nature of the applicant’s

covered under the current claim

and the specialist agreed that the

work and noted the specific details

and/or those under the previous

applicant’s current condition was

of the accident event suggested a

claim, and the applicant’s current

patellar tendinosis. They differed in

mechanism entirely consistent with

condition for which funding of

their opinion on what had caused

causing a shoulder injury.

surgery was sought?

this condition.

Furthermore, the applicant had an

In declining the funding, ACC

Having analysed the evidence, the

immediate onset of pain and no

relied on the opinion of its Clinical

reviewer concluded that the patellar

symptoms beforehand.

Advisory Panel. It considered that

tendinosis was more likely to have

the applicant was suffering from

been caused by a gradual process

The reviewer found the case was

patellar tendonitis and tendinosis

condition than by an accident event.

evenly balanced but relied on the

caused by degeneration of the

The reviewer therefore upheld

opinion of the applicant’s specialist.

tendon at its insertion to the lower

ACC’s decision and dismissed the

Some weight was also given to the

patellar, resulting from multiple

applicant’s review application.

applicant’s evidence. The reviewer

episodes of overstrain, rather

concluded this case lacked the

than caused by a single episode of

evidential features to make a

injury. The applicant’s specialist did

gradual process or disease option

acknowledge that that the condition

as the probable explanation for the

could occur with repetitive activity,

tendon tear. The reviewer found

but considered the applicant has

the applicant is eligible for ACC-

suffered intra-substance tearing of

funded surgery.

some of the tendon fibres in the
accident event. He noted this was
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TDR
Telecommunication Dispute
Resolution Scheme

18

MEMBERS

1700
COMPLAINTS

The New Zealand
Telecommunications Forum
(TCF) renewed its contract
with FairWay to provide
an external, independent
complaint resolution service
for the telecommunications
industry.

through the members’ internal

A further 526 (31%) enquiries were

complaints processes. Scheme

about providers that were not

members agree to be bound by

members of the TDR, or were not

the terms of the scheme and the

about telecommunications issues.

The Telecommunication Dispute
Resolution (TDR) service is free for
consumers to use, and is funded
by telecommunications companies

Customer Complaints Code, and only
customers of scheme members can

Several enhancements have been

lodge disputes with TDR.

made to keep pace with a fleet
and fluctuating industry. The

Customers and scheme members

nationwide ultrafast broadband

must follow the processes set out

(UFB) programme has triggered

in the Customer Complaints Code

the development of a new service

for the resolution of customer

for resolving disputes between

complaints, before customers can

companies laying the fibre-optic

take the complaints to TDR.

cable for UFB and owners or
occupiers of multi-unit premises

that are TDR scheme members. The
number of members has risen to 18,

The TDR service began operating

(apartment buildings, townhouse

and all the major industry players

in November 2007, and has been

complexes). The multi-unit

are participants.

resolving around 1700 complaints

complexes (MUC) dispute resolution

each year. Over the past 12 months

scheme was implemented on 1

the service received 976 calls, 93.7%

January 2014, and the four local

of which were answered within

fibre companies that are laying the

the target time of 20 seconds. In

fibre-optic cable have signed up as

consumer representatives.

addition, we received 663 online

members of this service. Awareness

enquiries. Of those calls and

of the MUC scheme is still low, and

The scheme sets out the rights

online contacts received, 1701

FairWay has not yet fielded any

enquiries were registered by

enquiries about the laying of fibre-

FairWay. A significant proportion

optic cable to multi-unit complexes.

The scheme reports to a governing
Council. The Council is made up
of 50% scheme members and 50%

of customers, and obligations of
scheme members, regarding the
handling of disputes or complaints
that have not been resolved

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

(61%) of those registered had not
put a formal complaint to their
telecommunications provider.
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TDR Case Study

Liability for fees incurred
by account holder’s son
The customer had an 11 year old
son. As is often the case when
different generations grow up with
vastly different technologies, the son
had a better understanding of the
technical issues the customer was
experiencing with her smartphone.
The customer therefore asked
her son to speak to her provider’s
technician when she called to report
the issues.
Following this telephone call, and
unbeknown to the customer, the
provider added her son as an
authority on her account. The effect
of this was that the provider would
accept that the son could act on
his mother’s behalf in relation to
the account, including changing the
terms of the contract and taking out
new services.
The customer agreed some years
later to purchase a cell-phone for
her son on her account. However,
without her knowledge or consent,

a mobile broadband device on her
account. He was able to do this
because the provider regarded him
as having authority on the account.
The customer was surprised at the
charges on her bill, and challenged
her provider for allowing her son to
incur these costs. She confirmed
that she was unaware that her son
had been authorised on her account,
and that she had never given her
consent. She stated that the sole
reason for him speaking to the
technicians on her behalf was that
he was better able to explain the
technical issues.
The TDR adjudicator decided that
that under the Minors' Contract
Act 1969, the provider was not
lawfully able to confer authority
on the account to the customer’s
son. As the customer had expressly
authorised the purchase of the cellphone for her son, she was liable for
its cost. However, the adjudicator
ruled that she was not liable for the
cost of the upgraded phone or the
mobile broadband device.

her son subsequently purchased
a new, upgraded phone and also
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REAA
Real Estate
Agents Authority

EARLY
RESOLUTION

As the Real Estate Agents
Authority (REAA) has
undergone a transformation
in the way it handles
complaints and disputes,
FairWay has supported
it with extended dispute
resolution resource and
advice.
In addition to providing a mediation
service, FairWay was involved in the
development and implementation
of an in-house facilitation and
conciliation service as the REAA finds
new and innovative ways of resolving
consumer enquiries and complaints.
FairWay's expert dispute resolution
staff were located in the REAA office
in Wellington for seven months
as part of the trial of REAA’s new
service. The trial period of the service
was evaluated positively and is now
business as usual for the REAA.

FDRS
Financial
Dispute
Resolution
Scheme

+3%

MEDIATION

As a consequence of improved early
resolution techniques, mediation
numbers have dropped. FairWay
will continue providing mediation
services for the next two years.

Membership numbers
increased by 3% to 1620

In its final year as the
government’s reserve
financial dispute resolution
scheme, the Financial Dispute
Resolution Scheme (FDRS)
increased membership
numbers, gained good
results from member and
consumer satisfaction
surveys, and saw members
improving promotion of their
complaints handling process
and dispute resolution
scheme.
FairWay achieved all of the key
performance indicators set by
the government for us to operate
the reserve scheme. From 1 July
2014 FairWay acquired ownership
of Financial Dispute Resolution
from the government which
disestablished the Reserve Scheme
at 30 June 2014.
Membership numbers increased
by 3% to 1620, after significant
voluntary and compulsory
terminations throughout the year
as members either elected to
discontinue, or were deemed to

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION
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-32%

New complaints were down 32%
from a busy previous year

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

"Thank you for all your assistance in this
matter, you were brilliant! The bank
has had a change of heart however and
refunded a good portion of the net sale

be no longer providing a financial

which consumers all too readily

service in New Zealand. 395 financial

accept without understanding the

service providers joined the scheme

implications of their actions and

with almost 100% transferring to the

provider’s limitation of liability;

approved scheme.

and providers failing to adequately
promote and make accessible their

FDRS received 812 enquiries related

complaints handling process.

to complaints and 348 related to
new complaints registered, down

However, many members have

32% from a busy previous year.

improved their promotion and

54% or 188 of the new complaints

accessibility of their internal

related to providers failing to follow

complaints handling process and

clients’ instructions and 17% to the

external dispute resolution scheme.

financial service providers’ decision.

Nevertheless consumer awareness of

34% or 117 complaints related

the scheme remains unsatisfactorily

to one online investment trading

low. Joint initiatives with the other

platform, with a number of finance

dispute resolution schemes have

companies rating next with 68 or

been set in place and FairWay’s

20% of all complaints registered.

ownership of FDRS will enable us to

proceeds. They did take more than we
wanted, but they gave us the majority
back, so we have decided to let sleeping
dogs lie and not drag this out. At the
end of the day it’s not lost, it’s just tied
up in our property and we’ve come out
with enough money to achieve the things
we wanted to achieve.
You were right when you said these
things often resolve themselves
when Financial Dispute Resolution
is named! Its great having an
organisation out there that keeps the
banks honest."

be more proactive with consumer
Of the 143 disputes resolved, 3 were

agencies and members promoting

withdrawn and 2 were found outside

both the scheme and other FairWay

jurisdiction. 140 of the disputes

services outside the financial

resulted in decisions that upheld the

sector that will not only assist with

complaint.

compliance, but help members
improve customer loyalty and

Three new systemic issues were
reported to the Financial Markets
Authority – a pay day lender and two
on line forex trading platforms. The
predominant systemic issues – as
they have been for the past 2 years

advocacy, and business efficiencies
for the benefit of consumers. These
initiatives will go some way to
addressing some of the issue raised
in the 2013 review of the financial
service providers’ regime.

- are complex terms and conditions
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FDR
Family Dispute
Resolution

+80%

61

LOCATIONS

RESOLUTION RATE

During 2013, FairWay
developed a proposal
for the delivery of Family
Dispute Resolution (FDR) in
response to a Request for
Information issued by the
Ministry of Justice (MOJ).
The MOJ subsequently contracted
with FairWay to deliver an FDR
service as part of the Family Justice
Reforms, implemented by the
Ministry of Justice following a review
of the Family Court in 2012.

50

NEW CASES/
WEEK

A FairWay project team was

FairWay now has contracts with

charged with designing and

150 contractors based throughout

developing a system which would

New Zealand. This enables FDR to

enable the delivery of FDR in 61

be provided in more than the 61

locations throughout New Zealand.

locations required by the Ministry of

Various models of delivery were

Justice. FairWay has also developed

considered and eventually it was

a Skype based mediation service so

determined that the service would

that parties who live at a significant

be best delivered by a team of

distance from each other can

contracted FDR Providers and a

participate in FDR.

telephone contact centre. FairWay’s
contact centre is staffed with well

FairWay has a partnership

trained Resolution Coordinators

arrangement with Relationships

supported by Duty FDR Providers,

Aotearoa (RA) to provide preparatory

who complete the intake and

counselling to people who are

assessment part of the FDR Service

attending FDR. RA also worked

and then appoint a contracted FDR

closely with FairWay in the design

Provider to undertake FDR through

and development of screening and

a mediation process.

assessment scripts and assisted
with the training of our front line

The Family Dispute Resolution Act

Resolution Coordinators.

2013 says that parties who wish to
attend FDR must first have their case
assessed as suitable for FDR and
secondly that parents, guardians
and caregivers undergoing FDR must
make decisions that promote their
children’s welfare.

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

FairWay’s FDR service
commenced on 31 March
2014.
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From March to June 2014, there has
been a steady increase in requests
for information about FDR with
approximately 50 new cases recorded
each week. The time from the initial
contact to the allocation of a mediator
can be very different depending
on whether there are difficulties
in making contact with all parties
and engaging them in the process,
whether parties attend preparatory
counselling, the Parenting Through
Separation Programme or obtain legal
advice. To date there has been a very
high success rate, with over 80% of
parties who have attended mediation,
reaching an agreement about care
arrangements for their children.

FDR Case Study

A day in the life of an FDR
resolution co-ordinator
Mary (not her real name) starts
work at 8.30 am. There will be a lot
of phone calls made to and by her
today. She will be interacting with a
lot of people, people who want to
initiate Family Dispute Resolution,
people who are being invited to
attend Family Dispute Resolution,
people seeking information
about Family Dispute Resolution,
enquiries from lawyers, counsellors,
community organisations and Family
Dispute Resolution Providers.
In addition to the work done on
the phone she will be entering data
into the case management system
operated by FairWay Resolution
Limited and also the Resolution
Management System operated by
the MOJ.
Once she has engaged with both or
all parties to FDR she will contact
an FDR Provider who will conduct
mediation with the parties. At the end
of the mediation the FDR Provider
will report the outcome to Mary
who will ensure that the outcome of
mediation is recorded in the FairWay
case management system.
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Our people
FairWay board

From left: Tupara Morrison, Peter Blades (Chair), Anita Chan (Deputy Chair), Mark Sandelin, Daniel Nakhle

Peter Blades

He has been involved in a diverse

Anita Chan, QC

Chair

range of consulting assignments

Deputy Chair

Peter Blades has more than 35 years
of board and senior management
experience; in recent years he
has held several Chief Executive
positions. He has a finance and
accounting background and has
had experience in a wide range of
industry sectors.
He has been heavily involved in
reform processes in a number of
industries, including electricity, gas,
health, telecommunications and
information technology.

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

and several performance-enhancing
exercises, and has developed a
stakeholder profiling (strategic
alignment) methodology.
Peter has an extensive record of
board involvement and currently is
a Board member of the Wellington
Regional Council Holding Co Ltd (NZ).
He is a member of the New Zealand
Institute of Directors and a Fellow of
the Australian Institute of Directors.

Anita Chan is a specialist family law
barrister. Her practice is in complex
relationship property and child law
cases.
Anita is a former Chair of the Family
Law Section of the New Zealand
Law Society. She is a Fellow of the
International Academy of Matrimonial
Lawyers (London). She became
a Governor of the Academy in
2008, Parliamentarian in 2010, and
presently serves as its Vice President.
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She was appointed as a Queen's

Tupara maintains his ministerial

Daniel started his career as a

Counsel in June 2014.

governance appointments to FairWay

solicitor after completing a BCom/

and Te Puia – the New Zealand Maori

LLB from the University of Auckland.

Arts and Crafts Institute.

He has been a Director of the

Anita has presented at numerous

Auckland Racing Club for the past

national and international family
law conferences, including in Seoul,

John Spencer CNZM

Brisbane, Shanghai, Adelaide, Cape

(Resigned June 2014)

Town, Vancouver, Singapore and
Buenos Aires. She is a regular guest
lecturer at the University of Otago.
She was a foundation director of the
New Zealand Law Society Continuing
Legal Education Board, and of
Childfund New Zealand Limited.
Tupara Morrison

John Spencer is Chairman of
KiwiRail Ltd, WEL Networks Ltd, the
Tertiary Education Commission and
Raukawa Iwi Developments Ltd. He
is a director of Tower Ltd, Dairy NZ
Ltd, Mitre 10. He is also the Audit
Committee Chairman of Tower and
Dairy NZ.

five years.
Daniel has been involved in many
private sector directorships and
has had more than 20 years’
entrepreneurial experience.
Mark Sandelin
(Appointed 17 December 2013)
Mark Sandelin is a leading
commercial and contract litigation

John was Chief Executive of New

lawyer. He has over 26 years’

Tupara Morrison is of Te Arawa

Zealand Dairy Group prior to the

experience as a commercial litigator,

descent – Ko Ngati Whakaue

formation of Fonterra, and has held

with specialist knowledge and

te Iwi, Ko Ngati Pukaki, Ngati

a number of senior management

experience in banking and finance

Hurungaterangi nga hapu.

positions in New Zealand and

recoveries, creditors’ remedies,

overseas in various industries.

receivership and insolvency law,
relationship property disputes, and

Tupara is a Massey University

commercial and contract law.

business studies graduate, Chartered

A Fellow of the Institute of Chartered

Accountant, and member of the New

Accountants, he was a member of

Zealand Institute of Directors.

the Accounting Standards Review

Mark also has extensive experience

Board for nine years.

in other forms of dispute resolution
with a particular emphasis on

Tupara was appointed as Chief
Executive of Ngati Whatua Orakei

Daniel Nakhle

mediation. Mark has acted both

Whai Maia Limited in October 2012.

(Appointed 17 December 2013)

as mediator and as counsel in

The Auckland-based company
manages tribal development for
Ngati Whatua o Orakei across
health, education, heritage and
culture, resource and environmental
management, tourism and
community building initiatives
including housing.

Daniel Nakhle has directorships
and interests in a wide range
of industries and businesses.
These encompass commercial,
industrial and residential property
development and investment, early
childhood education, aluminium
joinery, thoroughbred racing and
breeding, hospitality, finance and

numerous mediations involving
commercial disputes.
Mark represents major banking
and financial institutions in New
Zealand as well as many receivers
and liquidators. He also has a
significant practice advising clients in
relationship property disputes.

accommodation.
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Our people
Senior management

From left: Hannes Strydom, Gillian Peacock, Andrea Dickens, Greg Pollock, Anne Scragg, Ray Lala

Greg Pollock

and infrastructure. He is most

worked in various management

Chief Executive

focussed on re-positioning FairWay

roles over the last 12-year period

as a trusted professional services

at intellectual property specialist

provider to organisations seeking

firm, AJ Park, finishing late in 2011.

to improve productivity, customer

She has a strong focus on client

relationships and trust and

relationship management.

Greg was appointed as the FairWay
Chief Executive in February 2013.
Prior to this Greg spent 13 years with
Beca as a Technical Director, in their
Auckland, Melbourne and Wellington
offices. Greg has also previously
served as a director on the FairWay
board from 2010 to 2011.
Greg has trained as a mediator in

confidence through early proactive
approaches to conflict management.

managing successful tender
Andrea Dickens

processes for law firms for contracts

General Manager Business

with New Zealand-based multi-

Development

nationals, government agencies

2004 having seen the opportunity

Andrea is a seasoned manager of

for better conflict management in a

professional services, having begun

number of sectors, including local

her career as Marketing Manager

government, urban development

of Kensington Swan in 1992. She

FAIRWAY RESOLUTION

Andrea has extensive experience

and Fortune 500 companies. She
is a plain English communication
specialist, having led an awardwinning plain English culture change
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project at AJ Park that helped

In 2013, Anne commenced in her

Hannes joined us in 2009 and has

reorient writers to communicate

current role of General Manager

held the positions of Reviewer,

in an effective, client-focussed,

Professional Excellence and

Executive Reviewer and Manager

way. She has been a judge of the

Innovation. In this new role, Anne is

Adjudication. Prior to moving to New

Writemark Plain English Awards for

focused on ensuring our professional

Zealand, Hannes worked as a Court

several years.

services align with best practice.

Manager and Prosecutor for over 10
years in South Africa. He also spent

Andrea completed her MBA at

Gillian Peacock

Victoria University in 2012 and is

General Manager People

currently studying towards a PhD in

and Capability

strategic management.
Anne Scragg
General Manager Professional
Excellence and Innovation

Gillian has over fifteen years’
experience in senior leadership and
consulting in both the private and
public sectors. She has a degree
in psychology and sociology, a

three years in Taiwan as a teacher.
Over the last two years he has
gained invaluable experience in
working directly with ACC to ensure
excellence in service delivery to this
key client.
Ray Lala

Anne graduated in law with honours

diploma in counselling and is an

from Canterbury University and was

International Coaching Community

admitted as a Barrister and Solicitor

accredited executive coach.

Ray joined FairWay in July 2013. He

in the 1970s. After working in private

She is currently chairperson of

brings over 15 years’ professional

practice for some years, Anne

Volunteering New Zealand.

experience in senior financial

returned to university to undertake
further study in the arts.

General Manager Strategy and Finance

leadership roles in both the
As a human resource practitioner,

private and public sectors. Ray has

Gillian has been responsible for

previously worked for blue-chip

Between 1999 and 2001, Anne

the design and delivery of human

organisations such as Telecom

completed a Graduate Diploma in

resource policy, processes and

New Zealand, Fonterra, Goodman

Business Studies (Dispute Resolution),

procedures and has assisted

Fielder New Zealand, and AXA New

specialising in mediation and she

organisations and individuals with

Zealand specialising in strategic

was awarded the AMINZ Gold Medal

workforce and succession planning,

performance management and long

for the Best Massey Graduate in

talent management and leadership

term financial planning.

2001. Anne is an Associate Member

development, and organisational

of AMINZ and served on the AMINZ

and culture change. As a member of

Council from 2006 to 2012 and

the senior leadership team at New

on the Institute’s Education and

Zealand Red Cross (NZRC), Gillian

Qualifications Committee.

played a significant role as an active
member of the task force team for

Anne moved away from adjudication
work and became one of the
company’s front line mediators. She
subsequently took on the role of

NZRC’s response to the Canterbury
earthquake in 2011. The team made
strategic decisions on a daily basis
to determine the response and

Mediation Manager.

deployment of staff and volunteers.

In 2006, Anne worked with a team to

Hannes Strydom

set up Telecommunication Dispute

General Manager Service Delivery

Resolution (TDR), a new dispute

Hannes has 15 years’ litigation

resolution scheme for customers of
telecommunication companies.
In 2010, Anne moved into the role of
Manager - ACC, accountable for the
adjudication, mediation and other
services provided to ACC.

Ray has extensive experience
leading and managing finance teams
through all aspects of business
management including accounting
best practices, budgeting, financial
planning, costing, and monitoring of
financial performance.
He is a Massey University business
studies graduate, and is a Chartered
Accountant with the New Zealand
Institute of Chartered Accountants.

and dispute resolution experience
and has been responsible for
service delivery in courts and at
FairWay Resolution.
Hannes was admitted as Barrister
and Solicitor of the High Court in
New Zealand in 2008 and then
worked for a year as a Prosecutor
at the New Zealand Police.
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Summary
financial
statements

Statement of
responsibility
The Board is responsible for:

The directors are pleased to present
the financial statements of FAIRWAY

• the preparation of the annual
financial statements and the

RESOLUTION LIMITED for the year
ended 30 June 2014.

judgements used therein; and
• establishing and maintaining
a system of internal controls
designed to provide reasonable
assurance of the integrity

Mr Peter Blades
Chair

and reliability of the financial
statements.
In the opinion of the Board, the

Ms Anita Chan

annual financial statements for the

Deputy Chair

year ended 30 June 2014 fairly reflect
the financial position and operations

For and on behalf of the Board

of FairWay Resolution Limited.

of Directors
18 August 2014
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Summary statement
of comprehensive income
For the year ended 30 June 2014

2014

2013

($000)

($000)

16,264

15,243

Employee salaries and costs

(7,537)

(7,399)

Other

(7,707)

(7,006)

(15,244)

(14,405)

Profit before tax

1,020

838

Income tax expense

(297)

(255)

723

583

-

-

723

583

Total revenue
Expenditure

Total expenditure

Profit before tax
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income, net of tax
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Summary statement
of financial position
For the year ended 30 June 2014

2014

2013

($000)

($000)

977

1,539

Trade and other receivables

2,814

1,352

Review work in progress

1,501

1,450

Total current assets

5,292

4,341

Total non-current assets

2,544

1,541

Total assets

7,836

5,882

Total current liabilities

3,141

1,803

356

263

Total liabilities

3,497

2,066

Net assets

4,339

3,816

400

400

Retained earnings

3,939

3,416

Total equity attributable to owners

4,339

3,816

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

Total non-current liabilities

Equity
Share capital
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Summary statement
of changes in equity
For the year ended 30 June 2014

Share capital
($000)

Retained
earnings
($000)

Total equity
($000)

400

2,833

3,233

Profit for the period

-

583

583

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income

-

583

583

-

-

-

Balance as at 30 June 2013

400

3,416

3,816

As at 1 July 2014

400

3,416

3,816

Profit for the period

-

723

723

Other comprehensive income

-

-

-

Total comprehensive income

-

723

723

-

(200)

(200)

400

3,939

4,339

As at 1 July 2013

Transactions with owners
Dividends paid

Transactions with owners
Dividends paid
Balance as at 30 June 2014
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Summary statement
of cash flows
For the year ended 30 June 2014

2014

2013

($000)

($000)

1,134

995

Net cash (outflow) from investing activities

(1,496)

(763)

Net cash (outflow) from financing activities

(200)

–

Net (decrease) increase in cash and cash equivalents

(562)

232

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

1,539

1,307

977

1,539

Net cash inflow from operating activities

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year
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Basis of preparation
The summary financial statements are
those of FairWay Resolution Limited.
The financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with generally
accepted accounting practice in New
Zealand (NZ GAAP). For the purposes
of complying with NZ GAAP the entity is
a for-profit entity. FairWay Resolution
Limited is a Tier 2 for-profit entity and
has elected to report in accordance
with Tier 2 for-profit Accounting
Standards. The entity is eligible to
report in accordance with Tier 2
for-profit Accounting Standards on
the basis that it does not have public
accountability and is not a large forprofit public sector entity.
The statements have been prepared in

Financial Reporting Statements and
have been extracted from the full
financial statements that comply with
NZ GAAP.
The full financial statements were
authorised for issue by the Directors of
the Company on 18 August 2014 and
have been audited by Marcus Henry of
Ernst & Young on behalf of the AuditorGeneral. The full financial statements
have an unqualified opinion.
The summary financial statements

Full financial statements
The summary financial statements do
not include all the disclosures provided
in the full financial statements and
cannot be expected to provide as
complete an understanding as provided
by the full financial statements. The
full financial statements can be made
available on request to Company.
Notes to the summary financial
statements
Events after balance date

are presented in New Zealand dollars
and all values are rounded to the

There were no significant events

nearest thousand ($000), except when

after balance date that occurred after

otherwise indicated.

balance date (2013: $200,000 relating
to a declaration and payment of a
dividend).

accordance with New Zealand Financial
Reporting Standard 43 - Summary
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Statutory information

Directors’ remuneration
Directors who have received remuneration and other benefits from the company during the year are as follows:

2014

2013

($000)

($000)

Peter Blades

35

35

Anita Chan

18

18

Tupara Morrison

18

18

John Spencer

18

18

Daniel Nakhle

11

-

Mark Sanderlin

11

-

-

18

2014

2013

$100,000 - $110,000

3

6

$110,000 - $120,000

5

1

$120,000 - $130,000

2

2

$130,000 - $140,000

2

2

$140,000 - $150,000

3

1

$150,000 - $160,000

2

1

$180,000 - $190,000

1

1

$190,000 - $200,000

-

1

$200,000 - $210,000

1

2

$270,000 - $280,000

-

1

$330,000 - $340,000

1

-

Marie Bismark

Employees’ remuneration
The number of employees whose remuneration was within these specified bands is as follows:
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